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Abstract: 19 

Background and Purpose— Preterm birth (PTB) is the leading cause of infant mortality in the 20 
U.S. and globally. The goal of this study is to increase understanding of PTB risk factors that are 21 
present early in pregnancy by leveraging statistical and machine learning techniques on big data.  22 

Methods—The 2016 U.S. birth records is obtained and combined with two other area-level 23 
datasets, Area Health Resources File and County Health Ranking. Then, we applied multiple 24 
machine learning techniques to study a cohort of 3.6 million singleton deliveries to identify 25 
generalizable preterm risk factors. 26 

Results—The most important predictors of preterm birth are gestational and chronic 27 
hypertension, interval since last live birth, and history of a previous preterm birth that can 28 
respectively explain 14.91%, 6.92%, and 6.50% of the AUC. Parents education is one of the 29 
influential variables in prediction of PTB explaining 10.5% of the AUC. The relative importance of 30 
race declines when parents are more educated or have received adequate prenatal care. The 31 
gradient boosting machines outperformed other machine learning techniques with an AUC of 0.75 32 
(recall: 0.64, specificity: 0.73) for the validation dataset.  33 

Conclusions—Application of ML techniques improved the performance measures in prediction 34 
of preterm birth. The results emphasize the importance of socioeconomic factors such as parental 35 
education as one of the most important indicators of a preterm birth. More research is needed on 36 
the mechanisms through which the socioeconomic factors affect the biological responses. 37 

Keywords: Racial disparities, education, statistical analysis, neural networks, socioeconomic 38 

factors  39 

  40 
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1 Introduction 41 

Preterm birth (PTB), which is defined as a birth before 37 weeks of pregnancy, is the leading 42 
cause of infant mortality in the U.S. and in the world (1). In 2013, PTB accounted for 36% of U.S. 43 
infant deaths in their first year of life (2). In addition to the monetary cost of PTB, which exceeds 44 
25 billion dollars annually, these babies may suffer from life-long deficiencies (3, 4). Many of the 45 
current interventions for reducing the likelihood of a preterm delivery like progesterone therapy 46 
are effective only if administered early—between 16 and 24 weeks of gestation—in the pregnancy 47 
(5). In prenatal care settings, patients can be enrolled in helpful interventions for reducing the 48 
behavioral risks without significant disruption of services (6). Therefore, it is critical to study risk 49 
factors of a preterm delivery that are present early or even before pregnancy. In addition, 50 
identifying the risk factors might help define a population useful for studying specific interventions. 51 
The identification of risk factors might also provide insight into the mechanisms of preterm birth 52 
which is still largely unknown (7, 8).  53 

A large and growing body of literature has focused on finding the individual risk factors of preterm 54 
birth (7, 9, 10). The most important individual risk factor for predicting preterm delivery is a history 55 
of a previous PTB (both indicated and spontaneous) (11-13). Race is another major predictor for 56 
a PTB. The preterm birth rate (PBR) among non-Hispanic (NH) Black is 52% more than NH 57 
White—13.77 vs. 9.04 respectively (14). Other significant risk factors of preterm birth include age 58 
(15), short cervix between 16 to 28 weeks of pregnancy (16), and chronic medical disorders like 59 
hypertension (17) or diabetes (18). Some studies attempted to increase the generalizability of the 60 
risk factors by including large cohorts in their studies (19). Machine learning techniques are 61 
extensively used in advancing the understanding of spontaneous PTB risk factors (20-24). 62 

Despite the vast body of literature on the risk factors of PTB, very few interventions have been 63 
proven to effectively prolong gestational age in at-risk women (13, 25). This is partly because two-64 
thirds of preterm deliveries happen to women with no risk factors (26). The current risk 65 
assessment in the obstetrical population shows limitation because of the low prevalence of 66 
individual risk factors in the general obstetric population (27). For example, the most important 67 
risk factor for preterm birth in singleton pregnancies is the history of a previous PTB (14, 27). 68 
However, the history of a previous PTB is not applicable to the women without a prior birth 69 
(nulliparous) which includes more than a third of the total births. Many of the proposed studies 70 
consider only the main effect of the individual risk factor of PTB while controlling for a limited 71 
number of confounding variables and interactions that were selected manually (10, 20, 26, 28). 72 
In sum, previous studies have not examined PTB risk factors that are present in early pregnancy 73 
on a dataset that is representative of the whole population while controlling for diverse 74 
confounding factors and their interactions. To address this issue, we use proper machine learning 75 
(ML) methods that have the capability of checking high-order interactions with minimal 76 
supervision. The importance of considering interactions is that it enhances the capability of the 77 
model to capture complex relationships. We also use a comprehensive dataset that can increase 78 
generalizability and our understanding of preterm birth risk factors, as it enables us to check 79 
interactions of risk factors in the general obstetrical population. In this study, we focus on 80 
identifying the risk factors of preterm birth (for both indicated and spontaneous), which are present 81 
early in pregnancy. 82 

2 Methods 83 
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2.1 Study Population 84 

We obtained the 2016 birth records that are collected by the CDC (29). We then combined the 85 
birth records with other data sources including the County Health Rankings, and the Area Health 86 
Resources File (see Appendix A). All datasets were linked using a common geographical 87 
identifier, the FIPS county codes. This allows us to integrate and examine multiple influences on 88 
preterm birth. We performed the data cleaning and preparation in STATA 14.0 and the processing 89 
has been coded in R 4.0.3. Data preprocessing  90 

2.2 Data Elements 91 

The merged dataset includes 3,664,509 observations with 77 variables. The CDC dataset 92 
contains variables that are collected through a self-reported survey at the time of birth from both 93 
practitioners and parents. We trained an unsupervised autoencoder deep neural network (DNN) 94 
to detect any possible anomalies in the data. This step removes 5.07% of the records and at the 95 
same time, it keeps the proportion of singleton preterm birth at 7.73%, which is close to the initial 96 
distribution at 8.02% (see Appendix A for more details). The final dataset includes 3,610,827 97 
observations with 77 variables (see Appendix B for a complete list of variables). 98 

Data visualization is a challenging but insightful task in this study due to a large number of 99 
observations. We used Violin graphs from the ggplot2 package in R to plot the data and gain more 100 
information about the features and their relationship with preterm birth. Appendix C shows the 101 
visualization of each variable. 102 

2.3 Model Development 103 

Our dataset has five characteristics that guide us in the selection of the methods. First, the 104 
distribution of the response variable is imbalanced. Preterm birth in singleton pregnancies occurs 105 
only in eight percent of the deliveries and the remaining are full-term. Second, many of the 106 
features such as age and education have collinearity (Pearson’s correlation coefficient= 0.41). 107 
This will limit the use of methods like logistic regression which has the assumption of little or no 108 
multicollinearity between independent features. Third, we are interested in finding significant 109 
interactions among the variables. One of the best methods for learning the interactions with 110 
minimal supervision is decision trees (30). Fourth, our dataset has 3.6 million records with 77 111 
variables, which limits the use of methods that are memory intensive like support vector machines. 112 
Fifth, the dataset has 20 categorical variables. This will limit the application of distance-based 113 
methods like K-Nearest Neighbor. Based on these five characteristics, we apply regularized 114 
logistic regression, random forest, gradient boosting machines (GBM), and LightGBM on our 115 
dataset (see Appendix D for more details).  116 

We used a grid search to find the best hyperparameters of logistic regression and random forest. 117 
However, we coupled Bayesian optimization (BO) with the ML performance measures to reduce 118 
training time for the GBM and lightGBM. The BO reduces the training time by sequentially solving 119 
an optimization problem that tries to find the best set of hyperparameters that have the potential 120 
to improve the outcomes in fewer iterations compared to an exhaustive grid search (31-33). To 121 
prevent overfitting and reducing run-time, we also use early stopping methods (1e-4 after 5 122 
rounds). We used a system equipped with a Core i7 2.50 GHz processor, and a 32.0 GB memory, 123 
with an Ubuntu 18.04.3 operating system.  124 
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2.4 Handling Missing Values and Model Assessment 125 

To handle missing observations and categorical variables, we use a method in which strings are 126 
internally mapped to integers, and splits are done over these integers. The performance metrics 127 
that we use in this study focuses on the true positive rate (Sensitivity or Recall) because it is more 128 
important to correctly identify a preterm birth rather than mislabeling a full-term as otherwise.  129 

2.5 Interpretation Techniques 130 

To get the ‘effect size’ of each variable on the response, we use partial dependence plots (PDP). 131 
This is a useful tool for our study, particularly because we consider high-order interactions 132 
between our independent variables. Partial dependence plot returns the marginal ‘effect size’ of 133 
each variable on the response after accounting for the effect (average) of other responses: 134 
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events of c  and s  are independent, which is an unlikely situation.  140 

3 Results 141 

We randomly separated 75% of the data for the training set and the remaining 25% for validation 142 
purposes. The performance metrics are reported for the test set that is not part of the training 143 
process. The number of cross-validations for the methods is five-fold. 144 

3.1 Study Design 145 

The parameters for Logistic Regression with Elastic Net regularization (LR-EN) are set as 146 

0.25  , and  2.125 4E    after performing a grid search. The results of Bayesian optimization 147 
for tuning the parameters of Gradient Boosting Machines return 480 decision trees (ntrees) with 148 

a learning rate of 0.04   and an annealing rate of 0.99. The maximum depth is 13 for each tree. 149 

This means that each tree checks up to 13 interactions among variables. Each tree is trained on 150 
a random sample of observations, n = 0.55* N, and each split of the tree is performed on a random 151 
sample of features, p = 0.80*M. The optimization result for LightGBM returns ntrees =280, 152 

0.008  , and maximum depth of 14. We also used “Lossguide” for the “grow” policy, “dart” for 153 

booster type, and “histogram” for tree method in the LightGBM method. For a detailed list of the 154 
hyperparameters, see Appendix E. 155 
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3.2 Results of the machine learning algorithms 156 

Table 1 provides the performance metrics for each method. Recall, specificity, and accuracy are 157 
a function of the cut-off threshold. Therefore, we report these metrics corresponding to the 158 
threshold that returns the highest mean per-class accuracy for all of the methods. Logistic 159 
regression with elastic net regularization (LR-EN) and random forest return very close testing and 160 
training AUC, which shows that they do not overfit to the noise. However, their AUC metrics are 161 
less than the gradient boosting machines (GBM) and the LightGBM on both testing and training 162 
datasets. The LightGBM returns the highest testing AUC at 75.91%. We pick the GBM as the best 163 
model for the prediction of preterm birth because it returns a slightly higher recall (TPR) at 64.82% 164 
while maintaining the specificity at a comparable rate (73.01%) with LightGBM (73.93).  165 

Table 1 Performance metrics for machine learning models 166 

Method Train AUC (%) Test AUC (%) Recall (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%) 

LR-EN 66.59 66.61 51.98 71.68 70.22 

RF 70.24 70.78 57.36 73.01 71.78 

GBM 77.94 75.58 64.82 73.01 72.37 

LightGBM 78.34 75.91 62.24 73.93 72.99 

 167 

3.3 Comparison with other studies 168 

There are few similar studies that used high-dimensional dataset in their studies. Weber, 169 
Darmstadt (20) developed their model on a high dimensional dataset with 1000 initial features 170 
and 2.7 million observations. However, they developed their predictive model for the early 171 
spontaneous preterm birth, which happens at a much lower rate of 1.02% compared to the 172 
singleton preterm deliveries at 7.63% in our study. Another study by Alleman, Smith (19) has the 173 
closest setup in terms of developing the predictive model for singleton pregnancies but has a 174 
smaller dataset compared to our study. 175 

Table 2 shows the comparison between the performance of our best GBM with the most relevant 176 
preterm birth studies. The criteria for inclusion of a paper is that it has to either use data with a 177 
large sample size that includes demographical information as predictors or it has used machine 178 
learning techniques for building a predictive model for preterm birth. We report the sample size, 179 
prevalence of the positive class, test AUC, recall, and specificity for each study. As can be seen 180 
in Table 2, our best GBM model outperforms the frameworks in these studies by improving the 181 
AUC by more than 5%, 9%, and 13% compared to the work of Goodwin, Iannacchione (34), 182 
Alleman, Smith (19) and Weber, Darmstadt (20), respectively. The improvement in the combined 183 
AUC, recall, and accuracy stems from pre-processing steps that remove anomaly and noise 184 
removal, regularization methods, an optimized set of hyperparameters, and the superior ability of 185 
the GBM algorithms in the extraction of high-level features in the data. 186 

Table 2 Performance comparison with the most related studies. 187 

Model Method 
Sample 
size (n) 

Prevalence of 
Positive Class 

(%) 

Test 
AUC (%) 

Recall 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 
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Goodwin et al., 2002 
Neural nets, 
Stepwise LR 

19970 22.20 72.00 NR NR 

Vovsha et al., 2014 
SVM with 
Radial Basis 
kernel 

3002 NR NR 57.60 62.10 

Alleman et al., 2014 LR 2509 7.50 69.50** 31.20 90.60 

Weber et al., 2018* 

Super learner 
(Combination of 
RF, lasso, 
ridge) 

336,214 1.02* 67.00 62.00 65.00 

Best model in this 
study 

GBM 3,610,827 7.73 75.58 64.82 73.01 

*Early (before 32 weeks) spontaneous preterm 
    

** Training AUC 
      

   NR= Not reported, LR= Logistic regression, RF= Random forest, SVM= Support vector machine 188 

3.4 Interpretations 189 

Figure 1 shows the scaled importance of the top 15 variables in the prediction of preterm birth in 190 
the obstetric population (See Appendix F for more details). The absolute percentage of AUC 191 
attributed to each variable is also shown in front of each variable. Hypertension (“hyper”), interval 192 
since last live birth (“interval”), and history of PTB (“Previous_preterm”) are the most important 193 
predictors of preterm birth that can respectively explain 14.91, 6.92, and 6.5% of the AUC. 194 
Mothers’ pre-pregnancy BMI is also an important predictor of preterm birth. Figure 1 shows this 195 
interesting result that race has less relative importance when we consider factors like parent’s 196 
education, age, and adequacy of care during pregnancy. 197 

     198 

Figure 1 Variable importance plot 199 

Building the model on a high dimensional dataset that is representative of almost all the deliveries 200 
in the U.S. indicates that the level of parent education is a more important predictor than 201 
demographic characteristics like race. If considered as the single explanatory variable, race is a 202 
significant predictor of both preterm birth and infant mortality where African American mothers 203 
have consistently been at a higher risk of preterm delivery (14, 35). In 2016, 10.88% of Black 204 
singleton pregnancies resulted in a preterm baby versus 7.11% for White mothers. Our results in 205 
Figure 2 show that this likelihood is 7.02% (P-Value<0.001) for Black versus 6.32% (P-206 
Value<0.001) for White mothers when we account for the (average) effect of all factors such as 207 
education and age of parents, and adequacy of care during pregnancy in each class.  208 
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 209 

Figure 2 Partial dependence plot for Mother's Race 210 

A partial dependence plot shows the ‘effect’ of a variable on the response—the likelihood of 211 
preterm birth—while accounting for the effect of other variables. Figure 3 shows two examples of 212 
partial dependence plots (PDP). Figure 3.a shows the relationship between a mother’s BMI and 213 
the likelihood of preterm delivery. The PDP shows that mothers with very low BMI—less than 214 
22—are at higher risk of delivering a preterm baby.  215 

Figure 3.b shows the relationship between the parent’s education and the likelihood of preterm 216 
birth. The likelihood of having a preterm infant for fathers decreases as their level of education 217 
increases. However, mothers with a Bachelor’s degree are the least likely group to have a preterm 218 
baby (6.24% with P-Value<0.001), and the likelihood increases for any degree more or less than 219 
that. The graph also shows an important insight about the interpretation of missing values. A 220 
missing value in the education of a father or mother carries an important information showing that 221 
the likelihood of a preterm delivery for these types of observations is the highest (6.92% with P-222 
Value<0.001) compared to other groups. Appendix G shows the PDP of other major risk factors. 223 

 
  

a. Preterm delivery likelihood for different values of BMI b. Preterm delivery likelihood for different levels of education 

Figure 3 Partial dependence plot for BMI and parent’s education 224 

4 Discussion 225 

In this study, we deployed statistical and machine learning techniques to first build a predictive 226 
model and then extract the risk factors of preterm birth (PTB) that are present during the early 227 
stages of pregnancy. This study is novel in that the application of ML techniques to a large cohort 228 
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increases the generalizability of the risk factors. We included both nulliparous and multiparous 229 
mothers, spontaneous and indicated preterm birth, but excluded multifetal pregnancies that also  230 
increase the generalizability of our PTB prediction model. We reported the variable importance 231 
and partial dependence plots for the first time in the study of PTB.  232 

The reported metrics indicate that our best GBM model improves the performance of preterm 233 
prediction compared to the similar works that combined maternal characteristics with important 234 
biological markers like serum analytes (19, 34). One of the major findings of this study is that the 235 
importance of race in predicting preterm birth can be explained when both individual risk factors 236 
such as interval since live birth, education of parents, and whether the person received adequate 237 
care during pregnancy, and their interactions are added to the model. This analytical finding is 238 
consistent with the theory of Lifecourse for addressing the racial disparities in the preterm birth 239 
outcomes (36-38). The theory of Lifecourse emphasizes the socioeconomic factors as the main 240 
determinants of health that can result in a positive shift in the long-term individual’s health 241 
trajectory. 242 

Hypertension is the most important predictor of preterm birth in a large cohort study, where 14.91 243 
percent of the AUC improvement is attributed to this variable. The relative importance of 244 
hypertension is partly because of the deliveries that are scheduled preterm to prevent further 245 
complications in the pregnancy, especially when the placenta is not providing enough nutrients 246 
and oxygen to the baby (39). The other important finding of this paper is that history of a previous 247 
PTB is not the most important variable in the prediction of PTB and it can only explain 5.63 percent 248 
of the AUC. This finding can be explained in two ways. First, a history of preterm is useful only 249 
when the mother had a previous pregnancy. Second, the frequency of hypertension among the 250 
preterm population is almost two times the population of those with a history of a PTB in singleton 251 
pregnancies. In 2016, the number of singleton pregnancies that resulted in preterm birth was 252 
290,584. Among this population, 56,768 were hypertension positive, while a much smaller 253 
group—28,501—had a history of PTB. 254 

The results of our GBM model agree with the findings of previous studies. The variables like 255 
hypertension (“hyper”), interval since last live birth (“interval”), and history of PTB 256 
(“Previous_preterm”) are among the most important predictors of a preterm birth, which is 257 
consistent with past studies (7, 27). The variable importance plot (VIP) reveals a novel and 258 
insightful finding compared to the previous studies. While the plot shows that the variables like a 259 
previous preterm are important predictors for preterm birth, it attributes larger relative importance 260 
to factors like hypertension or interval since last live birth in the prediction of preterm in the general 261 
obstetric population. This new finding can be explained by the limitation of traditional studies. 262 
Logistic regression models have no direct way to provide variable importance plots. This capability 263 
of the DTs provides insights about the variables that can explain a larger portion of the AUC. The 264 
new hierarchy of the important variables in the prediction of PTB can address a gap in literature 265 
where already known risk factors cannot predict many actual preterm deliveries. 266 

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, the results are generalizable to the 267 
US population. Past studies lacked generalizability for different reasons (19, 20). For example, 268 
some studies used a majority White population or their sample was from one geographical 269 
location to assess the PTB risk factors (19, 21). A major strength of this study was the application 270 
of data science on a population-based linked singleton births in the U.S. to address this gap. 271 
However, using the U.S. birth dataset had its own challenges like the existence of anomalous 272 
observations and random errors. To mitigate this problem, we applied one of the advanced 273 
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machine learning techniques, auto-encoders with deep neural nets, to perform data cleaning and 274 
preparation. This study also contributes to the literature of preterm birth study by providing 275 
important insights by using advanced visualization techniques. The initial visualization of variables 276 
like mother’s age versus gestational age (see Appendix C) shows a clear relationship between 277 
these two variables in which the risk of a preterm delivery is the highest at the extremes of 278 
maternal age. These findings match the results of multiple other in-depth analyses (15, 40). Partial 279 
dependence plots (PDP) are the other insightful tool that we used in this analysis. The PDPs like 280 
mother’s BMI in Figure 3 shows that the extremes of pre-pregnancy BMI is associated with 281 
increased rates of PTB, which is compatible with the finding of other studies (27, 41). The PDP 282 
provides a better estimation of this association compared to previous studies (42), because it 283 
takes the (average) interdependent effect of other variables into account. 284 

There is still significant room for improving the precision of preterm birth in large cohort studies. 285 
Positive predictive value (precision) of the past studies varied between 17 to 30 percent 286 
depending on the sample used in the analysis (26, 43). Our model shows a maximum precision 287 
of 28.13% in a national-level dataset, which approaches the best practices of similar studies. 288 
However, this metric is still relatively low. This low precision is due to the lack of knowledge 289 
regarding the cause(s) of PTB and the absence of important predictors of preterm birth (e.g., 290 
cervical length) in the CDC dataset (26). Our study was subject to other limitations. Despite using 291 
the obstetric estimation for categorization of the PTB, there remains potential for errors (44). 292 
However, we used large samples and multifold cross-validations that minimize the effect of the 293 
incorrect categorization. Also, some of the biomarkers like cervical length or fetal fibronectin that 294 
are routinely measured in the obstetrical screenings were unavailable in the U.S. linked birth 295 
datasets. The association of these biomarkers and their interactions on the likelihood of a PTB 296 
can be assessed in future research. 297 

List of Abbreviations 298 

BO = Bayesian Optimization 299 
CDC = Center for Disease Control and Prevention 300 
GBM = Gradient Boosting Machines 301 
IMR = Infant Mortality Rate 302 
LightGBM = Light Gradient Boosting Machines 303 
ML = Machine Learning 304 
PTB = Preterm Birth 305 
PBR = Preterm Birth Rate306 
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